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ESPC Full Member Call:

ECJ Ruling on May 13, 2014
• European Court of Justice (ECJ) issued preliminary ruling
against Google Inc.
• Main implications
Ø Responsibility: Search engine is responsible and liable for data
protection compliance even if it has no control over the underlying data
Ø Broad Geographic Scope: EU/EEA law applies because Google’s
revenue-generating activities in Spain are integral to the services
provided by Google Inc.
Ø Right to be forgotten: Google must remove links
to third-party websites containing personal data where “inadequate,
irrelevant or no longer relevant”
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Background
• A Spanish national complained before the Spanish data protection
authority (DPA) against a newspaper’s publisher and against
Google for their refusal to take down or remove links to a
newspaper concerning a forced auction of real estate
• The DPA rejected removal of legitimately published article but
instead ordered Google to dis-able name search
• Spanish National High Court referred the case to the ECJ for
Preliminary Ruling
• ECJ’s Advocate General issued an opinion
• ECJ disagreed with this opinion
Ø Very rare in EU practice
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Responsibility
• With its algorithms and ad targeting filters, Google is a data controller
Ø It is irrelevant that Google does not control the data published on third-party
websites and that Google handles personal data and non-personal data alike
Ø By organizing and aggregating data, Google establishes profiles of individuals
Ø Google’s activity is “liable to significantly affect” individuals’ right to privacy

• What are the implications?
Ø Big data businesses can be subject to EU law even if they do not distinguish
between personal and non-personal data
Ø Blog hosting companies, social media, operators of user generated content websites
and other intermediaries could be regarded as controlling the systematic
presentation of data to the outside world
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Broad Geographic Scope
• Google Inc. is subject to EU/EEA laws even if its EU/EEA affiliate
does not process any of the relevant data
Ø Spanish law applies because Google Inc.’s data processing is closely related to
Google Spain’s selling of advertising space
Ø Even though processing of search data was not conducted by the Spanish affiliate,
it was conducted in the context of the activities of Google Inc. and therefore it is
subject to EU/EEA law

• What are the implications?
Ø Non-EU/EEA businesses risk exposure to EU/EEA data protection rules law simply
by virtue of having local sales agents in the EU/EEA
Ø Corporate veil no longer matters
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Right to Be Forgotten
• Search engine must remove search results
(based on individuals’ names) which link to
third-party websites containing
the individuals’ personal data
Ø Takedown requests are justified not only when the
data are false or unlawful, but also when data are
inadequate, irrelevant or no longer relevant, excessive
or not up-to-date
Ø Links to searches based on date, locations or any
other keyword do not have to be removed
Ø Exception applies to public figures or where the public
interest outweighs individuals’ rights
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Right to Be Forgotten (cont)
• What are the implications?
•

Search engines and other aggregators of information must comply
Ø Website publishers are not affected → information that was legitimately published may
remain online

•

Obligation likely applies only to search results available to EU/EEA residents
Ø Search results can still be available outside the EU

•

Businesses will have to allocate resources to handle
the takedown requests
Ø Need to build systems to enable data deletion on request and to adopt appropriate data
retention and deletion policies
Ø Need to balance the interests of the public with the interest of individuals → censorship-like
approach
Ø Unclear how much time must pass for a request to be considered valid → case-by-case
approach is required
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Reactions
• Google is establishing a procedure to handle claims
• EU/EEA network of DPAs – the Article 29 Working
Party – is setting up a panel to examine how Google
handles deletion requests and how DPAs should
respond to complaints that may follow
Ø German government is considering setting up arbitration courts
to handle disputes arising from takedown requests
Ø ICO will delay enforcement until the search providers have had
a reasonable time to put procedures in place

• Viviane Reding, EU Commissioner for Justice, said:
Ø No matter where the physical server of a company processing
data is located, non-European companies, when offering
services to European consumers, must apply European rules
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What’s up in Future?
• EU/EEA is in the wake of new data protection rules
Ø Draft Data Protection Regulation has been discussed since 2012
Ø EU institutions (Parliament and Council) must jointly
agree on a text
Ø Timing for adoption is unclear – not likely in 2014

• Under the draft Regulation
Ø Any non-EU/EEA organization that tracks EU residents or
offers goods or services to them is subject to EU law
§ Service providers could possibly be covered

Ø Right to “data erasure” is explicit
§ Organizations controlling the data and the third parties in possession of that data will have
to carry out the erasure without delay

Ø High penalties for non-compliance
§ Up to 100,000,000 EUR or 5% of annual global turnover of a group
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Dutch DPA Case Against adNetwork (May 13)
• Dutch adNetwork YD Display Advertising Benelux
B.V. (YD) found to violate Dutch cookies rules by
failing to provide appropriate notice and obtain online
users’ prior unambiguous consent for collecting
personal data for behavioral targeting
• College bescherming persoonsgegevens (DPA)
published results of investigations on May 13, 2014
but hearing with YD is to follow
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Dutch Cookies Rules
• Placing or reading cookies requires:
Ø Clear notice about the purposes for which the cookies are used
Ø Unambiguous and prior consent
§ Implied consent is insufficient – e.g., a user is given
the option to consent but does not take any action
§ Consent cannot be obtained via browser settings or
reference to privacy policy

Legal presumption that data collected via cookies are personal data
Ø Dutch Data Protection Act is applicable
Ø Companies bear the burden of proof that they have legal grounds for such
processing – this can be either an unambiguous consent of an individual or a
legitimate interest which outweighs the privacy interests of the individual
Ø Registration
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Dutch DPA’s findings
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DPA’s Conclusions
• YD is data controller and must comply with the Dutch cookies rules
Ø YD has contractual and factual control over data
Ø YD’s contracts with advertisers do not contain service provider terms
Ø YD’s privacy and cookie policy addresses the users directly and offers them rights

• YD failed to provide clear and unambiguous notice about data
processing
Ø Misinformation – privacy policy stated that YD does not profile users and that
cookies cannot be traced back to an individual
Ø Incompleteness – list of personal data collected from users was incomplete
Ø Language – privacy policy was not provided in Dutch

• YD failed to obtain consent
Ø The opt-out choice available via the Evidon opt-out page was not sufficient
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Italian DPA Decision on Cookies (June 4)
• Two-layer privacy notice
Ø A short privacy notice must be included in a banner
which immediately appears on the homepage
Ø An extended privacy policy must be accessible
through a link

• Implied consent sufficient
Ø E.g., through click on banner or (active) continued use site
Ø Technical cookies do not require consent

• Third-party cookies → publishers do not have notice and consent
obligations
• Profiling activities must be registered with the Italian DPA
• Transition period until June 2015
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Materials
• Case Google v Spain (Case C-131/12)
Ø http://curia.europa.eu/juris/liste.jsf?num=C-131/12

• Opinion of Advocate General JÄÄSKINEN delivered on 25 June 2013
Ø http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/
document.jsf;jsessionid=9ea7d0f130de857250ce1efb457fbcadccad8df90697.e34K
axiLc3eQc40LaxqMbN4OaNuOe0?
text=&docid=138782&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1
&cid=505218

• The Dutch DPA decision concerning cookies (available in Dutch only)
Ø http://www.cbpweb.nl/Pages/pb_20130513_yd-cookies-privacy.aspx.

• Opinion of Italian Data Protection Authority (Garante) of May 8, 2014
Simplified Arrangements to Provide Information and Obtain Consent
Regarding Cookies
Ø http://www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/home/docweb/-/docweb-display/docweb/
3167654
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